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Thomas Jefferson High School
Academic Boosters, Inc.
TJ Academic Boosters actively supports our outstanding academic teams in their
various pursuits. Some 20 academic teams compete in local, state, national, and
sometimes even international events. Because financial resources are not available
from Fairfax County Public Schools, Academic Boosters asks families to join the
organization by contributing tax-deductible donations at various levels. Academic
Boosters defrays teacher travel expenses and student registration fees to the extent
possible. Even with this support, academic team members pay for their own travel,
room, meals, and other related expenses.
TJ Academic Teams include Rocketry Club, Biology Olympiad, Botball,
Certamen, Chemistry Team, Chess Team, Computer Team, Forensics and
Congressional Debate Teams, Future Problem Solvers, History Quiz Bowl, Japan
Bowl, Math Team, Model United Nations, Ocean Bowl, Physics Team, Policy
Debate Team, Public Forum and Lincoln-Douglas Debate Teams, Quiz Bowl,
Underwater ROV, Rubik’s Cube Team, Science Bowl, and Science Olympiad.
Information about most of the teams is provided on the Academic Boosters
website: http://aboosters.sites.tjhsst.edu.
For information on TJ’s 8th period academic teams please visit this presentation.
Academic Boosters gathers information about team accomplishments for the PTSA
newsletter, recognizes family memberships, promotes Academic Teams at
orientations and open houses, and organizes a year-end celebration of our teams’
accomplishments.
Our TJ Academic Teams’ achievements have always been a source of pride for the
entire TJHSST community and are a cornerstone of our national reputation for
academic excellence. Everyone is welcome (and encouraged!) to join TJ Academic
Boosters by making a donation, either by check or online through Paypal. Funding
comes primarily from family memberships; it is supplemented with food and
merchandise sales. 100% of the money raised is used to support TJ’s academic
teams. Recommended donation levels start at $50 per year. THANK YOU to all of
our wonderful Teacher Sponsors, for without them, we would not have Academic
Teams. THANK YOU to all who have supported TJ Academic Boosters this
school year!

REMEMBER, it’s never too early to join TJ Academic Boosters for the upcoming
school year! Memberships purchased now are good for the 2020-2021 school year.
VISIT: http://aboosters.sites.tjhsst.edu
LIKE or FOLLOW: https://www.facebook.com/TJAcademicBoosters

Botball
Botball Team Officers (for 2019-20 academic year)
Sujay Kandwal: Co-President
Daniel Kim: Co-President
Kirthi Kumar: Vice President
Nitin Maddi: Webmaster
Vishakh Subramanian: Co-Treasurer
Shirui Zhou: Co-Treasurer
Grace Cha: Historian
Michelle Boisvert: Outreach
Website: https://activities.tjhsst.edu/botball/
Email: mlbillington@fcps.edu (Marion Billington)
Team Purpose and Description
Each team built two autonomous robots equipped with a CPU and motors, cameras, and sensors.
The game board is different each year. This year, the robots scored points by collecting, placing,
stacking, and sorting poms, foam cubes, wooden dowels, and Botguy. Winning robots were able
to navigate precisely and consistently in tight spaces. Final scores are determined by points
awarded from all four parts of the competition:
- project documentation
- an oral presentation about the teams’ robots and strategy
- average score in the seeding rounds
- final position in the double elimination tournament
National Level Achievements
The 2020 DC Regional Botball Tournament was cancelled due to the coronavirus pandemic.

Special thanks to our sponsor Mr. Marion Billington!

-

Certamen (Latin)
Certamen Officers (for 2019-20 academic year)
Captains: Joseph Amsbary, David Chen, Andrew Hadikusumo, and Ayush
Viswanathan-- Reges Certaminis; Owen Grannis, Emily Ye, Daniel Zeng-Magistri

Website: https://activities.tjhsst.edu/latin/
Email: tjcertamen@gmail.com; andrew.hadikusumo@gmail.com; pattylister1@gmail.com ;
Photos: https://photos.app.goo.gl/6DVn4Musm3K3zgxo7
Team Purpose and Description
TJ Certamen is an academic team that focuses on the studies of Roman mythology, culture,
literature, history, and the Latin Language. We have three levels, novice, intermediate, and
advanced for students of different Latin levels. Our students are very competitive and aim to
build each other up to increase their buzzing speed as well as their knowledge of the Classics.
National Level Achievements
The top teams attend several National events per year, and have made it to finals a number of
times. This past year we attended the Yale and Duke certamina, and our Advanced team won
first place in the latter.
State Level Achievements
TJ teams are a dominating presence in the state and have won the state championship several
years in a row.
Regional Level Achievements
TJ teams are also a dominating presence in Regional events. Often our top players and alums
help run some of the events. Students often say that certamen was one of their favorite parts of
the TJ experience. The older students really take on a mentoring role for the younger students,
and they develop friendships across grades and across levels. Besides learning a lot and
becoming excellent Latin students, the students also take pride in their role in teaching the
younger students.

This year, TJ team were the semifinalists at Yale Certamen and 1st place winners at Kickoff
Certamen, Flint Hill Certamen, and Basis DC Certamen.

Finally, the team would like to thank our amazing sponsors, Ms. Conklin and Ms.
Lister. Without their undying support, encouragement, and diligence, TJ Latin could
not have achieved all of its success this year! Furthermore, we would like to thank
all of TJ Latin’s parents, for making everything we have accomplished this year
possible! Last but certainly not least, thank you to Academic Boosters for your
support!

Chess Team
Chess Team Officers (for 2019-20 academic year)
Co-Captains: Praveen Balakrishnan and Alex Jian
Treasurer: Saigautam Bonam
Team Purpose and Description
The chess team's mission is to have fun playing quality chess.
Team Chess.com Group: https://www.chess.com/club/tj-chess-club
Email: tjchessclub@gmail.com; garrett31415@gmail.com; saigautambonam@gmail.com
National Level Achievements
The National High School Championship was scheduled to be held April 3-5 in Columbus, OH,
but the event was formally canceled due to the pandemic, so TJ did not have a chance to defend
their national title for a third consecutive year.
State Level Achievements
It started with Blitz (fast-paced chess) in which each player is limited to 5 minutes for the entire
game. 24 of the 77 students in Blitz were from TJ: Justin Paul, Praveen Balakrishnan, Evan Ling,
Andy Huang, Alex Jian, Geoffrey Davis, Jay Lalwani, Saigautam Bonam, Garrett Heller, Mantra
Iyer, Kisna Matta, Sathya Gnanakumar, Leonardo Diperna, Ryan Xu, Sachin Kumar, Arvind
Rath-nashyam, Abdul Raheel Shaik, Arjun Gupta, Elliott Lee, Karthik Bhargav, Tommy Williams,
Utkarsh Goyal, Jason Gross, and Justin Cong. Led by Justin (8 points), Praveen, Evan, and Andy
(7 points each), TJ beat 2nd place Rachel Carson HS with 22 points vs. 15. TJ took 5 of the top 8
places with Justin, Praveen, Evan, Andy, and Alex taking 1 st, 2nd, 4th, 6th, and 8th place respectively.
Jus-tin is the winner of the individual K-12 Blitz title.
In the main event on March 7-8, TJ representation was rounded out by Shyla Bisht, Atharva
Haldankar, Yoseph Mak, Parthiv Chigurupati, Sean Su, Austin Song, Jonathan Lee, Sungjoon
Kim, Christopher Santoro, Joniel Jerome, Khushmeet Chandi, Rishi Raturi, Joel Varghese, and
Joshua Lyon. The championship section (ratings of 1400 and up) had 53 entrants, with 21 from
TJ. Led by Praveen, Justin (4.5 points each), Alex and Andy (4 points each), TJ beat 2 nd place
Langley HS at 11 points. Individually, TJ took 9 of the top 17 places, with Praveen, Justin, Alex,
Andy, Evan, Ryan, Sathya, Saigautam, and Garrett taking 1 st, 2nd, 6th, 7th, 11th, 13th, 14th, 15th, and
17th place, respectively. Praveen and Justin are the co-winners of the individual K-12 title (along
with Isaac Chiu of Langley HS), with Praveen qualifying for the 2020 Denker Tournament of High
School Champions. In the under 1400 section of 69 entrants, TJ finished in 2 nd place with a score
of 11 (from Parthiv (4 points), Sean and Justin (3.5 points each), and Austin, Arjun, Jonathan,
Sungjoon, Christopher, Tommy, and Joniel (3 points each)) behind BASIS Independent McLean
at 12.5 points.

The TJ chess team especially would like to thank Ms. Stacey Heller (current chess
parent), Ms. Yuyan Zhou (past chess parent), and the many parent and student
volunteers who helped make States so successful when it was held at TJ. We
received many compliments from attendees that it was well run. A very special thank
you to our faculty sponsors, Dr. John Zacharias and Dr. Peter Gabor.

Congressional Debate Team
Congressional Debate Team Officers (for 2019-20 academic year)
Co-Captains: Aditya Kumar and Medha Gupta
Tournament Directors: Bharath Dileepkumar and John Lee
Directors of Communications: Jayant Siva and Vivikta Rao
Directors of Finance: Nishad Manohar and Jonathan Hou
Director of Technology: Esha Karlekar
Website: https://academics.tjhsst.edu/scdebate
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/tjstudentcongress/
Email: tjcongressdebate@gmail.com; hasitanalluri@gmail.com; mbakke@fcps.edu
Team Purpose and Description
Congressional Debate is a nationally recognized debate form that simulates the United States
legislative process. Students are placed in chambers and debate the pros and cons of
bills/resolutions, emulating a U.S. senator.
The TJ Congressional Debate team meets every Friday A and B block. You can come to one
or both blocks. During meetings, we’ll teach you how to prepare for tournaments, polish your
argumentation and content-analysis, and practice speeches. We also have three manuals
available online to guide you.
Congressional Debate is unique in that you have choice in what you debate what views you
present. Every tournament, you’ll have a list of nine topics in domestic, economic, and
international categories that address current events. Examples include NASA funding, gun
control, the Syrian refugee crisis, vaccines, or DACA Crisis, Israel and Palestine, Corporate
Tax Breaks, etc. You’ll then pick two or three topics you’re interested in and present a three
minute speech arguing your stance on the topic. You get to pick what to say. The debate
alternates between affirmation and negation cycles. When you’re not speaking, you’ll be
questioning other speakers in a room with 15-20 other competitors. You’re judged on the
content of your speeches, the quality of your points, your speaking style, and your cross
examination of other speakers.
We attend one local tournament a month, called a WACFL which is open to all debaters.
Unlike other debates, we also don’t have any caps for local tournaments, meaning if you sign
up, you get to go. We also attend several prestigious national tournaments each year including
Yale, GMU, Glenbrooks, Harvard, Blue Key, NCFL, and NSDA. We also award varsity letters
at the end of the year and encourage you to join the National Speech and Debate Association
Honor Society.
We represent the largest and most successful debate team at TJ, Congressional Debate team in
Virginia, and top-20 Congressional Debate team in the nation. We have won the Wake forest
national tournament sweepstakes, Metrofinals, VHSL states, 1st - 3rd place at every wacfl last
year, championed at NSDA national tournament, fourth at the Tournament of Champions
(TOC), 8th at NCF Grand Nationals, 4th at GMU, 3rd at Harvard, and we have over 50 TOC
bids accumulated in the past 4 years.

National Level Achievements
TJ jumped into the season at the Yale Invitational in September. Congratulations to John Lee,
for breaking to the semifinals round and Manu Onteeru, placing fourth in the entire
tournament. We also had an outstanding showing at the George Mason Patriot Games! In
GMU, we had 13 semifinalists from TJ, making up over 25% of the overall semifinalists!
Congratulations to Medha Gupta, Aditya Kumar, Bharath Dileep Kumar, Jayant Siva, Vivikta
Rao, Esha Karlekar, J.W. Strassberg, Lynn Tao, Aarya Kumar, Liam Reaser, Hasita Nalluri,
Samanvi Dammalapati, and Kritarsh Negi for breaking to the semifinals round of the GMU
Patriot Games! Also, congratulations to Aditya Kumar for breaking to the final round of the
GMU Patriot Games, earning a TOC bid in the process! We also had 2 people from TJ break
to the semifinals round of the Princeton Invitational: Nishad Manohar and John Lee!
Congratulations to Medha Gupta, Aditya Kumar, Nishad Manohar, and Manu Onteeru
advancing to Super Session at Columbia, with Manu Onteeru championing the tournament for
the second year in a row and Aditya Kumar placing 2nd in finals. Also, congratulations to
John Lee for advancing to the semifinals round at the Barkley Forum at Emory Invitationals,
earning his 3rd bid to the Tournament of Champions in the process. Another big
congratulations to Manu Onteeru placing second in the final round of the Bronx
Invitationals.The TJ Congressional Debate team also displayed an outstanding performance in
Harvard Invitationals. The team is the first in Harvard Invitationals’ long history to have a
competitor in every single quarterfinals chamber and even obtained second place in school
sweepstakes awards! Out of the 14 competitors from TJ, 8 competitors also obtained a bid to
the Tournament of Champions! We would like to congratulate Jayant Siva, Hasita Nalluri,
Soham Gandhi, Nishad Manohar, Liam Reaser, Medha Gupta and Aditya Kumar for breaking
to the quarterfinals round and Vivikta Rao and John Lee for breaking to the semifinals round.
We would also like to congratulate Manu Onteeru for placing third in the finals round of the
Harvard Invitationals, surpassing over 500 competitors. Finally, one final congratulations to
John Lee for breaking to the semifinals round of the Tournament of Champions and Manu
Onteeru for winning champion presiding officer in the final round of the Tournament of
Champions.
We would also like to congratulate John Lee, Nishad Manohar, and Medha Gupta for advancing
to the next round at the National Speech and Debate Association National Tournament!
Congratulations to John Lee for breaking to House quarterfinals, Nishad Manohar for breaking to
Senate semifinals and earning a TOC Bid, and Medha Gupta for breaking to House semifinals
and earning a TOC bid! Finally, congratulations to Manu Onteeru who won the whole NSDA
Nationals Tournament in the Senate category, the largest debate tournament in the nation!

State Level Achievements
Even though the debate season ended unexpectedly early because of the COVID-19 crisis, TJ
still had 5 qualifiers to the National Speech and Debate Tournament that will occur during
June. Congratulations to Nishad Manohar, Manu Onteeru, Medha Gupta, John Lee and Jay
Siva for qualifying for the national tournament. The team also had the opportunity to
participate in numerous online debate tournaments. Congratulations to Bharath Dileepkumar
for placing first, Niki Khare for placing second, Samanvi Dammalapati for placing fourth,
Vivian Gao for placing fifth, Patrick Bai for placing ninth and Isha Satapathy for placing
fourteenth in the Young Genius Tournament. Additionally, TJ Congress had the opportunity to

compete in the Virginia Online Congressional Classic. Congratulations to our semifinalists:
Richik Haldar, Isha Satapathy, Patrick Bai, Anisha Talreja, Soham Gandhi, Aruul Nigam,
William Gutierrez, Shahzad Sohail and Thrisha Sakamuri. Congratulations to our finalists:
Bharath Dileepkumar (1st place), Vivikta Rao (3rd place), Jayant Siva (4th place), Hasita
Nalluri (6th place), Samanvi Dammalapti (9th place), Esha Karlekar (11th place), Vivian Gao
(12th place) and Aarya Kumar (14th place). Also, congratulations to all our competitors in the
Star Wars Invitationals! Congratulations to Bharath Dileepkumar for playing fourth place,
William Gutierrez for placing eleventh, Richik Haldar and Aditya Kumar for placing twelvth
and Patrick Bai for placing fourteenth.
Regional Level Achievements
TJ Congress sends over 30 students to our local tournaments, WACFL, each month and has
been working hard to help both novices and varsity members succeed at these tournaments.
Our debaters had worked hard over 5 WACFLS to qualify for our Metrofinals tournament.
Congratulations to our 24 competitors for qualifying to the WACFL Metrofinals tournament:
Aditya Kumar, Bharath Dileepkumar, Nishad Manohar, Liam Reaser, Samanvi Dammalapati,
Hasita Nalluri, John Lee, Shreya Raghuram, Medha Gupta, Jay Siva, JW Strassberg, Patrick
Bai, Anisha Talreja, Vivi Rao, Richik Haldar, Spencer Zheng, Praneeth Mayala, Manu
Onteeru, Lynn Tao, Niki Khare, Aarya Kumar, Esha Karlekar, Soham Gandhi, and Amey
Gupta. Sadly, due to COVID-19, the Metrofinals tournament was cancelled.
2020 Summer Achievements
Despite the abrupt ending to in-person debate events because of the COVID-19 pandemic, our
team continued to be successful at many virtual tournaments this summer! First, we held a virtual
in-house for all TJ Congress members known as the Razzle Dazzle Invitational. We had 29 TJ
competitors with 12 finalists. Congratulations to Niki Khare, Jordan Lee, Aarya Kumar, Liam
Reaser, Esha Karlekar, and Soham Gandhi for breaking to the finals round of the tournament!
Congratulations to Jay Siva (1st) , Hasita Nalluri (2nd) Jason Yi (3rd), Vivikta Rao (4th),
William Gutiérrez (5th), and Vivian Gao (6th) for placing in the top 6! The team also
participated in the Congress for COVID tournament. Congratulations to Bharath Dileep Kumar
for placing 4th and Aditya Kumar for placing 5th at this tournament. Collectively, they won
$1,000 to donate to local schools and the Urban Debate League. Additionally, the TJ Congress
team had the opportunity to participate in the Summer Senate Invitational. Congratulations to our
semifinalists: Simirth Ranjan and Mantra Iyer. Congratulations to our finalists: Bharath Dileep
Kumar (2nd), Aditya Kumar (6th), Soham Gandhi (10th), and Liam Reaser (12th).
Congratulations to our finalists in NOVA Invitational: Aditya Kumar (1st), Jay Siva (5th) and
William Gutierrez (6th).
Additional Perspectives
“I am always amazed by our team, but this year's special moment came when the tournament
director and NSDA board member came to me at the Harvard Tournament to personally tell
me that we had advanced a student into every single quarterfinal congress chamber, and that
was a first in Harvard history! I strongly support our motto, Excellence is the Goal, Winning
the Bonus! That day we saw both!” - Marie Bakke, TJ Congressional Debate Coach and

Sponsor
“I chose to pursue congress over mun because of the different environments they both
presented. In MUN you are urged to undermine fellow competitors to succeed, rather than
forming real solutions. Congress allowed for a more constructive and helpful environment.” Manu Onteeru, Former Captain 17-19, 23 accured TOC bids
“If it weren't for congressional debate I don't know if my TJ experience would have turned out
as beautiful as it is.” - Medha Gupta, Co-Captain 19-20
“TJ Congress has become more than a team to me- it has become a tight knit family that I will
never forget. I still remember when the rest of the team took the time to throw me a surprise
birthday party at midnight to celebrate my 16th birthday at one of our national tournaments.
The experiences that we have all gone through continue to bring us all closer. The team has
grown to care for each other immensely and I cannot wait to grow further with the team in my
next two years here at TJ.” - Jayant Siva, Director of Communications 19-20
“Sometimes TJ makes you feel like you are average. Congressional debate is a debate where
the saying “you get what you put in” genuinely applies. The elation I felt when breaking to
Harvard Semifinals- the first TJ sophomore to do so- took the “average” rhetoric (that TJ had
built for me) away. Because of congress, I feel like I am good at something, it makes me feel
confident and content with myself: that's something I would never trade for the world.” Vivikta Rao, Director of Communications, 19-20.
“People are wrong when they say congress is a ‘wannabe’ debate. I used to get really
offended by them saying it. But now I pity them because they never really had the amazing
community and experience that is congressional debate.” - Medha Gupta, Co-Captain 19-20
“Congress has refutation, clash, and argumentation. You are building on others' arguments.
Instead of just yelling at people, you are working with others to build your arguments. And
unlike other debates, congress helps with the fluidity and tonality of your speaking; other
debates don't consider your delivery as a factor into whether or not you are a good speakercongress does.” - Nishad Manohar, Director of Finances 19-20
“As someone who has tried multiple debates, I can guarantee you that Congressional Debate
is unique in the fact that it is the only form of debate that combines public speaking,
argumentation and rhetoric into one type of debate that people can actually enjoy.” - Jayant
Siva, Director of Communications 19-20
“I know it's cliche to say that your club is like a family, but Congress is. Going to meetings
with your teammates, uplifting each other and helping each other. Going to travel nationals
where we all lived together for 3 day, we drove each other crazy but also became so much
closer. People on the team genuinely care for eachother, and I don't think that I could have
gotten that with any other club.”- Aditya Kumar, Co-Captain 19-20
“In my experience, speech and debate is not about winning trophies and collecting academic
accomplishments to put on your resume (although, there is plenty of that). Congressional
Debate is about training world changers. It’s about giving confidence to people that will
eventually end up politicians, activists, artists, performers, history makers - people who
believe that no matter what, they should speak up for the voiceless, fight fiercely for equality,
and be the leaders of this next generation.” - Dany Matar, Captain 17-19.

“As soon as I walked into the room, I was greeted by an officer, who walked me through the
dos and don't Congress. The first impression of the team was, simply put, a family.” -Samanvi
Dammalapati, 23’
“I not only plan on, but want to continue congress because I’ve gotten invested into congress,
and not only is it pretty easy to transition into, but it’s also an activity that’s enjoyable for me.
I think other people should continue to do congress as well because it’s an activity that you
can do no matter your commitment to it, and u can keep on doing congress even if u develop
other interests” - Patrick Bai, 23’

We also recognize our student members of the National Speech and Debate Association who
reached the following degrees of distinction: Degree of Merit: Victoria Agrinya, Surya
Balamurugadass, Yuvateja Kocherla, Elliot Lee and Athan Zhang. Degree of Honor: Aarya
Kumar, Simrith Ranjan, Anisha Talreja and Lynn Tao. Degree of Excellence: Patrick Bai,
Samanvi Dammalapati, William Gutierrez, Niki Khare, Arul Nigam, Shreya Raghuram, Liam
Reaser and Varun Vejalla. Degree of Distinction: Richik Haldar, Esha Karlekar, Hasita Nalluri,
Vivikta Rao and J.W. Strassberg. Degree of Special Distinction: Soham Gandhi, Amey Gupta,
Jonathan Hou and Nitin Kanchinadam. Degree of Superior Distinction: John Lee and Nishad
Manohar. Degree of Outstanding Distinction: Bharath Dileepkumar, Medha Gupta, Aditya
Kumar and Jayant Siva. Degree of Premier Distinction: Manu Onteeru.
This year, the NSDA Academic All-American Award was presented to: Bharath Dileepkumar,
John Lee, Nishad Manohar and Soham Gandhi.

Special thanks to Academic Boosters, to the TJ Student Activities Staff, to our
parents who judge, chaperone, and drive, and to our team coach/sponsor, Ms.
Marie Bakke.

FIRST Tech Challenge Robotics Team
FTC Officers and Team (for 2019-20 academic year)
Founder/Captain: Charles Wu
Co-Captain: Kathleen Li
Team: Sophia Cheng, Dev Patel , Jacob Consalvi, Jason Wang , Kari Naga, Krish Patel, Reevu
Adakroy, Allison Seo, Neil Mehra, Winston Gan
Website: https://www.robotuprising.org/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ftc14607/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/ftc14607
Instagram: http://instagram.com/ftc14607
Email: cwu159@gmail.com; ftc14607@gmail.com
Team Purpose and Description
FIRST (For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology) is a global STEM initiative
that offers passionate students the chance to enrich their studies in all areas of science,
technology, and engineering skills. Last season, FIRST reached over half a million active
participants from over 95 countries, and it only continues to grow. FIRST Tech Challenge (FTC)
is a worldwide robotics competition that challenges teams to build a robot that completes a series
of tasks as well as promote STEM throughout their community with outreach events. More than
8,000+ teams from across the globe compete, and through this program, students develop skills
such as time management, planning, leadership, and teamwork.
Team 14607 Robot Uprising is the FIRST Tech Challenge robotics team hailing from Thomas
Jefferson High School for Science and Technology, consisting of 12 members: TJ students
grades 9-12, all with dedicated passions for robotics. For the past three years, Team 14607 has
been committed to our competition robotics progress, with one of our greatest accomplishments
to date being advancing to the 2019 World Championship, bringing home two awards for TJ!
As a team, we always strive to achieve these goals:
ENGAGE our community by mentoring other teams, attending conferences, and volunteering at
STEM events.
INSPIRE students by hosting workshops and summer camps, where we teach our custom
robotics curriculum.
COMMUNICATE with mentors, other teams, and businesses to increase STEM interest in our
community.
ACHIEVE excellence in robotics through a shadowing program that teaches team members
cooperation, leadership, and teamwork.
Each year, the team receives a new challenge played on a 12x12 ft playing field, and have to
construct a 18x18x18 in robot to compete by completing different tasks around the field under a
demanding time limit, while facing off against other robots and alliances in the competition
arena. Team 14607 appreciates the immense support of TJHSST for the generous access to many
valuable resources and assets, part of TJ's wide array of engineering labs and utilities. Team

14607 is also thankful for the gracious support from TJ Academic Boosters and all of our
sponsors, who help our team thrive and keep building amazing, innovative, and competitive
robots!
As passionate designers, programmers, engineers, and STEM advocates, students from Team
14607 can always be found working on robots and working to bring STEM to the communities
around them.

Achievements
TJ FTC team ranked 86th in the world in robot
performance.
Division Finalist Captain at State
Championships (ranked 1st seed in
qualifications)

DC Collins Aerospace Innovate Award Finalist
DC Design Award Finalist
DC Motivate Award Finalist
Centreville Finalist Alliance 1st Pick

State Championship Motivate Award Finalist.

Centreville Design Award Winner

DC Inspire Award Winner

Oakton Finalist Alliance Captain

DC Winning Alliance 1st Pick

Oakton Think Award Winner

DC Think Award Finalist

Oakton Motivate Award Finalist

DC Connect Award Finalist

This season was a test of our team’s resiliency and commitment to putting our best foot forward
regardless of circumstance. From snowed-out competitions to a global pandemic, we remained
united in our goals: engineering the best robot we could and dedicating over 950 hours to
promote STEM in our community.
TJ’s FTC robotics team fosters a tight-knit family of dependable friends with all sorts of diverse
interests and a kindred passion for all things robotics. This year, some of our favorite memories
were the weeks leading up to a competition and being in this flow state where we just make
things happen. Over the course of the season, writing reflections and realizing how our intricate
computerized designs manifested into a lovable and competitive robot that drove around and
effectively completed all the tasks on the playing field gives us a true testament to how our
blood, sweat, and tears can really pay off. We always look forward to doing robotics, because
what happens in TJ’s robotics lab is truly magical.

We are extremely thankful to our team sponsors, Mr. Charles Dela Cuesta (DC)
& Ms. Kristen Kucko, for their generous and unyielding support, and the gracious
contributions from the TJAB and all of our sponsors. We are very grateful for all
of your support!

Forensics: TJ Speech Team
Forensics Speech Team Officers (for 2019-20 academic year)
Non-Interp Captain: Joseph Mecherikunnel
Interp Co-Captains: Aashni Manroa and Sadhana Thirumazhusai
Secretary/Treasurer: Sean Nguyen
Team Development Officer and Extemp Specialist: Saahith Janapati
Team Development Officer and Interp Specialist: Meera Gupta
Communications Officer: Jennifer Hunsinger
Website: https://activities.tjhsst.edu/speech/
FB Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/tjforensics
Email: tjforensicsteam@gmail.com; mbakke@fcps.edu; jennifer.l.hunsinger@gmail.com
Team Purpose and Description
TJ Speech is a community of communicators that provides an opportunity for students to
improve their public speaking skills, inform themselves about the world around them, and
express themselves. Students can do this by writing their own speech, either long-form and
prepared (Original Oratory) or on the spot (Impromptu and Extemporaneous Speaking). They
can also interpret and share the words of others by providing interpretations of pieces in events
ranging from Dramatic Interpretation to Prose & Poetry Reading. Every Speech event develops
the oral communication and fluency of competitors and recognizes that presentation can often
be just as important as content.
National Level Achievements
COVID-19 ended our season early and the many competitors who qualified to compete at the
NCFL Grand National Tournament will have to wait for another year.
Regional Level Achievements
TJ took 15 competitors to the VHSL Regionals Tournament in which every competitor placed
and advanced to Super Regionals! The awards are as follows: Sean Nguyen, 1st in Impromptu,
Shivam Singh, 2nd in Impromptu, Howard Malc, 1st in Dramatic Interpretation, Wanli Tan, 2nd
in Dramatic Interpretation, Vasav Nair, 1st in Humorous Interpretation, Saahith Janapati, 1st in
Extemporaneous Speech, Joseph Mecherikunnel, 2nd in Extemporaneous Speech, Mohammad
Junaid, 1st in Original Oratory, Annika Duneja, 3rd in Original Oratory, Meera Gupta, 1st in
Poetry, Sadhana Thirumazhusai, 2nd in Poetry, Aashni Manroa, 1st in Prose, Caroline Chen,
2nd in Prose, Sruthi Rajesh, 1st in Storytelling, Jason Yi, 2nd in Storytelling, and TJ was
crowned the Regional Champion. Six competitors advanced to the State Tournament including
Howard Malc, 3rd in Dramatic Interpretation, Joseph Mecherikunnel, 2nd in Extemporaneous
Speech, Sean Nguyen, 1st in Impromptu, Annika Duneja, 3rd in Original Oratory, Caroline
Chen, 3rd in Prose, and Jason Yi, 3rd in Storytelling. Due to Virginia school closure, the TJ
competitors were unable to compete at the State Tournament.
The 2019-2020 Washington-Arlington Catholic Forensics League (WACFL) occurred from
October to February, in which Speech members received 33 individual awards and qualified 28
members for the WACFL Metrofinals. The following TJ competitors earned admission to the
NCFL Grand National Tournament: Sean Nguyen, 1st in Impromptu and 3rd in

Extemporaneous Speech, Joseph Mecherikunnel, 2nd in Impromptu and 6th in Extemporaneous
Speech, Jason Yi, 3rd in Impromptu, Nishad Manohar, 1st in Extemporaneous Speech, Saahith
Janapati, 2nd in Extemporaneous Speech, Bharath Dileep Kumar, 4th in Extemporaneous
Speech, Patrick Bai, 5th in Extemporaneous Speech, and Annika Duneja, 5th in Original
Oratory.
Club Awards
We would like to recognize our members of the National Speech & Debate Association who
reached the following degrees of distinction:
Degree of Merit: Yash Sinha and Vasav Nair;
Degree of Honor: Abhinav Palicherla, Simrith Ranjan, and Clarissa Ding;
Degree of Excellence: Patrick Bai, Varun Vejalla, Aashni Manroa, Meera Gupta, and Niki
Khare;
Degree of Distinction: Shivam Singh, Lisa Raj, Saahith Janapati, and Mohammad Junaid;
Degree of Special Distinction: Jason Yi, Joseph Mecherikunnel, Soham Gandhi, and Nitin
Kanchinadam;
Degree of Superior Distinction: John Lee and Nishad Manohar;
Degree of Outstanding Distinction: Bharath Dileep Kumar and Jay Siva;
Degree of Premier Distinction: Sean Nguyen.
In 2020, the NSDA Academic All-American Award was presented to Sean Nguyen, John Lee,
Nishad Manohar, and Bharath Dileep Kumar.

Additional Perspectives
“I remember panicking on the Amtrak ride to my first-ever national tournament and first time
competing in Extemporaneous. I would read dozens of magazines and journals to be caught up
on domestic and foreign news; however, what benefited me the most were reassuring and
helpful team members that reminded me I was a strong speaker.” - Sean Nguyen, 11
"Joining TJ Speech was one of the best decisions I made at the beginning of my sophomore
year. It's much more laid back than other types of debate and that's allowed speech to be much
more enjoyable while being a huge help in boosting my confidence and speaking ability." - Nitin
Kanchinadam, 10
“Speech has taught me how to be confident, open-minded, and not afraid to try new things. my
first speech meeting I had to give an impromptu speech and although I was unsure about
whether it would be good or bad, it was taking that first step that really helped me improve. the
whole speech community is really supportive so also don't be afraid to ask for help!” - Caroline
Chen. 10
"Joining speech is like wearing old spice, from the very first day you try it you know that it is
superior to the rest of the competition" - Vasav Nair, 11

We want to extend our immense gratitude toward our graduating seniors (Aashni Manroa, Joseph
Mecherikunnel, and Howard Malc) for their wisdom and exemplary attitude this past year. Even
though we do not have a formal farewell with the abrupt closure, our graduating seniors will
always be cherished in the hearts of our team!

Special thanks to Academic Boosters, to the TJ Student Activities Staff, to our
parents who judge, chaperone, and drive, and to our team coach/sponsor, Ms.
Marie Bakke.

Future Problem Solvers
Future Problem Solvers Club Officers (for 2019-20 academic year)
Veronica Wong: President
Matthew Hwang: Vice President
Jason Pak: Teaching Coordinator
Zoe Lu: Competition Coordinator
Suchet Sapre: Treasurer
Arisa Chue: Junior Officer
Shing Gao: Junior Officer
Caroline Chen: Junior Officer
Ashwitha Surabhi: Junior Officer
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/TJFPS
Email: matthwang7@gmail.com
Team Purpose and Description
Future Problem Solving is an international competition in which teams of four are presented with
a futuristic scenario that introduces various societal dilemmas (e.g., the ethics of CRISPR-Cas9).
Teams must develop an innovative solution using critical thinking skills, extensive research, and
a detailed plan that addresses all aspects of the problem. Not only does FPS strengthen teamwork
and communication skills, it also allows members to explore the creative aspect of solving
potential social issues while applying their knowledge of science and technology to the real
world.
Future Problem Solving is a fun opportunity in which many of our members get to travel out of
town for states and even international competitions. Anyone can join, so this is also a great way
for TJ students to apply their newfound skills in research outside of the classroom! Make sure to
like and follow our Facebook group, “TJ Future Problem Solving,” for more information.
National Level Achievements
International Qualifiers (Global Issues Team Competition) (Each row is One team)
Senior Division: Veronica Wong, Matthew Hwang, Shing Gao, Arisa Chue
Cathryn Li, Erin Li, Zoe Lu, Neha Kulshreshtha
Middle Division: Lauren Fisher, Christina Han, Kritika Khati, Tarini Basireddy
State Level Achievements
Global Issues Team Competition (each row is one team)
Senior Division:
Veronica Wong, Matthew Hwang, Shing Gao, Arisa Chue - 1st place
Cathryn Li, Erin Li, Zoe Lu, Neha Kulshreshtha - 2nd place
Brianna Ta, Riya Boyapati, Grishma Baruah, Sreenidhi Sankararaman - 3rd place
Erika Ramirez, Libby McClough, Julia Lamy, Katherine Kosalapova - Honorable mention

Aishwarya Chakravarthy, Diya Dinesh, Isabel Gan, Joanna Cheng - Honorable mention
Middle Division:
Lauren Fisher, Christina Han, Kritika Khati, Tarini Basireddy - 2nd place
Sara Yoon, Thrisha Sakamuri, Dhruv Khatod, Sumantha Kalluru - Honorable mention
Soraya Remaili, Angela Sidhu, Drishika Bose, Ellie Rowland - Honorable mention
Action Plan Fun Factor Awards
Senior Division:
Aishwarya Charkravarthy, Diya Dinesh, Isabel Ga, Joanna Cheng - 1st place
Edward Lee, Grace Kang, Ignacio Toro, Marissa Hirakawa - 3rd Place
Middle Division:
Christina Han, Lauren Fisher, Kritika Khati, Tarini Basireddy - 1st Place
Regional Achievements
Qualifiers for State Competition (Global Issues Team Competition) (each row is one team)
Senior Division:
Veronica Wong, Matthew Hwang, Shing Gao, Arisa Chue
Cathryn Li, Erin Li, Zoe Lu, Neha Kulshreshtha
Brianna Ta, Riya Boyapati, Grishma Baruah, Sreenidhi Sankararaman
Erika Ramirez, Libby McClough, Julia Lamy, Katherine Kosalapova
Aishwarya Chakravarthy, Diya Dinesh, Isabel Gan, Joanna Cheng
Samuel Kim, Jungmin Shin, Avyuk Dixit, Jerry Li
Divjot Bedi, Pranav Somesula, Shubham Goda, Suchet Sapre
Kyra Li, Elaine Li, Vicky Chen, Jessica Feng
Mallika Khati, Connie Ryu, Vishu Pentakota, Sadhika Dhanasekar
Julia Chen, Yeonwoo Kim, Jason Pak, Joshua Ryu
Nasifa Akter, Riti Liu, Lyat Melese, Alison Chavez
Katie Barlow, Emily Hollinger, Damiola Awofisayo, Samhita Reddivalam
Edward Lee, Grace Kang, Ignacio Toro, Marissa Hirakawa
Middle Division:
Christina Han, Lauren Fisher, Kritika Khati, Tarini Basireddy
Trisha Sakamuri, Sumanth Kalluru, Dhruv Khatod, Sara Yoon
Drishika Bose, Soraya Remaili, Angela Sidhu, Ellie Rowland
Audrey Czarnecki, Amy Chen, Helen Fu, Caroline Xu

Additional Perspectives
“TJ truly has the advantage in this club as a STEM school, and we always do really well at state
competitions. If you put in an effort, you will definitely see results, and it can be very
rewarding!”
- Veronica Wong
“I love how FPS feels so much like a family. We have had so many great memories together from
the time where we are in the club meetings preparing for the QP to the time when we are riding
the bus to States. A personal favorite memory of mine is when we all went to a shopping mall on
the way to States and got to spend time together. My team even bought matching bracelets and it
was a memorable experience overall!”
- Ashwitha Surabhi
“I had a lot of fun getting to know everyone and getting close with my team after practicing for
the competition. I also started applying a lot of the principles of FPS to life as well, like being
able to identify certain challenge categories in real-life scenarios.”
- Diya Dinesh

Special thanks to our sponsor, Ms. Kathleen Juster.

Japan Bowl

Japan Bowl Officers (for 2019-20 academic year)
Team Captains:
Chabeli Yumang (level 4)
Richick Haldar (level 3)
Jay Varakala (level 2)
Team Members
Level 2: Ahmad Barokah, Jay Barakala, Sanne Wu
Level 3: Richik Haldar, Vishal Kanigicherla, Luke Sedlar
Level 4: Nitin Elabarasu, Winstone Yang, Chabeli Yumang
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/1135727519826833/
Email: kotani@fcps.edu
Team Purpose and Description
The Japan Bowl® is a Japanese language competition created by the Japan-America Society of
Washington DC in 1992. The Japan Bowl tests the achievements of Japanese learners throughout
the US and other countries. The Japan Bowl in the United States focuses on high school students.
What makes the Japan Bowl unique is that it goes beyond language and asks students about their
knowledge of Japanese culture, society, daily life, history, geography, and current events.
Participants compete as members of 3-person teams, based on how many years they have studied
Japanese. In this competition, approximately 30 teams from around the nation participated. TJ
sent three teams consisting of three members each. Congratulations on the great accomplishment
made by all the team members!
National Level Achievements
The 28th National Japan Bowl competition (online) was held 5/29/2020. The Championship
round was live streamed on YouTube (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CdTAtQ3k4oM)
Level 2 team placed 4th (Ahmad Barokah, Jay Barakala, Sanne Wu)
Level 3 team placed 3rd (Richik Haldar, Vishal Kanigicherla, Luke Sedlar)
Level 4 team placed 1st (The 28th National Champion) (Nitin Elabarasu, Winstone Yang,
Chabeli Yumang)
Congratulations to the Level 4 team!

Additional Perspectives
TJ has been one of the best competitors at the National Japan Bowl since its start in 1993.
However, this year's team effort and results are remarkable. Winning the National Champion
title for the highest level (level 4) is the first time in 25 years!

Special thanks to the team sponsor, Mr. Koji Otani.

Lincoln-Douglas Debate Teams
Lincoln-Douglas Debate Officers (for 2019-20 academic year)
Captains: Avyuk Dixit (12), Vinay Bhaip (12)
Teaching Coordinators: Teja Buddhavarapu (11), Muhurto Rahman (11)
Publicist: Atin Pothiraj (10)
Treasurer: Miranda Xiong (11)
Research Coordinator: Sohini Banerjee (10)
Historian: Swesik Ramineni (10)
FB Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/294249367253448/
Email: avyukd@gmail.com
This year, 2019-20, has been very successful for the TJ Lincoln-Douglas (LD) debate team!
The TJ Lincoln-Douglas Debate Team represents the high standard of achievement that TJ is
known for. It is a one-on-one style of debate that primarily focuses on ethics and the deep
intricacies of various philosophies. It also gives students a chance to gain different moral
perspectives on real-world issues.
National Level Achievements
The National Circuit: A select group of LD debaters participated in multiple tournaments at
college campuses and high schools around the U.S. competing to qualify for the prestigious
Tournament of Champions (TOC). At TOC, the top 100 or so debaters nationally come together
to compete.
The 2019-2020 season has undoubtedly been TJLD’s most successful season on the national
circuit yet! We qualified our first debater to TOC, who was also the first to do so from Virginia
in LD, and are excited for the future.
Yale Invitational: In Varsity, Avyuk was first seed, finished with a 6-0 record, and made it to the
TOC bid round (octafinals, top-16) of the tournament. He also won 9th best speaker. Teja made
it to the triples (top-64) with a 4-2 record. In JV, Atin broke to the octafinals with a 4-2 record
and Sohini made it to doubles (top-32) with a 5-1 record. Additionally, Atin won 1st best speaker
and Rhea won 4th best speaker!
Bronx Invitational: In Varsity, Avyuk finished with a 5-2 record and once again made it to the
TOC bid round (doubles) of the tournament. Teja and Atin both finished with a 4-3 record, an
extraordinary achievement given the tough competition.
Princeton Invitational: In Varsity, Avyuk finished with a 5-1 record and made it to semifinals
(top-4) of the tournament, acquiring TJLD’s first TOC bid of all time. He also won 8th best
speaker. Teja broke to doubles with a 4-2 record as well. In the Novice division, Arya went 4-2
and made it to quarterfinals (top-8) of the tournament!
Columbia Invitational: In Varsity, Atin and Teja both made it all the way to quarterfinals of the
tournament. Atin had a 4-1 record and Teja, 3-2. Avyuk made it to octafinals of the tournament
with a 3-2 record and also won 4th best speaker.

Harvard Invitational: In Varsity, Avyuk went 4-2 and broke to doubles. Muhurto also went 4-2.
State & Regional Level Achievements
Local Tournaments: All TJLD debaters participate at local, WACFL tournaments throughout the
course of the year. Performing well at WACFLs can qualify debaters to regional metrofinals, and
subsequently to NCFLs, a prestigious national tournament.
WACFL 1: Rhea went 3-1 in Varsity, earning a half-qual to metrofinals!
WACFL 2: Tarushii, Miranda, and Arjun all went 3-1, earning half-quals to metrofinals. In the
Novice division, Isabel went 4-0 and placed 5th and Nora went 3-1!
WACFL 4: Rhea went 3-1 in Varsity, finishing her qual to metrofinals! In JV, Arya placed 2nd
and went 3-0, earning a full-qual to metrofinals!
WACFL 5: Tarushii and Atin both went 3-1, earning half-quals to metrofinals! In JV, Aditya
went 3-0 and qualled to metrofinals as well. In Novice, Dhanbee came first place with a 3-1
record and earned a full-qual to metrofinals, a great way to finish out the season!
Metrofinals: In JV, Arya placed 6th overall, an unprecedented achievement exemplifying
TJLD’s regional dominance!

Special thanks to team sponsor, Joseph Murgida

Math Team
Math Team Officers (for 2019-20 academic year)
Captain: Michael Huang
Co-Captains: Neeyanth Kopparapu and Bryan Lu
Statisticians: Derek Dong and Ajit Kadaveru
Finance Officers: Garrett Heller and Elizabeth Sun
Secretary: Andrew Kim
Website: https://activities.tjhsst.edu/vmt/ (currently, under maintenance)
Email: vmtofficers@gmail.com; mprazzino@fcps.edu; anlampazzi@fcps.edu;
philip623.derek@gmail.com

Team Purpose and Description
The TJ Varsity Math Team’s goal is to foster a passion for mathematics. Through insightful
lectures, fun contests and activities (including a pie eating competition on Pi Day!), the Math
Team officers aim to share their interest in mathematics with our members.
National Level Achievements
This year the Math Team has accomplished much in and out of school. In our fall and winter
competition series, we had over 150 students take at least one of the ten contests the officers
prepared for the team, and more than 40 different students competed at either the Princeton
Mathematics Competition (PUMaC), the Duke Math Meet (DMM), the Harvard-MIT Math
Tournament (HMMT), or the Carnegie Mellon Informatics and Math Competition (CMIMC).
The Duke Math Meet saw TJ teams place 2nd, 3rd, and 5th. At the Princeton Mathematics
Competition, the TJ A-team placed 2nd overall, with senior Michael Huang placing 5th
individually overall. At the Harvard-MIT Tournament, the TJ B-team placed 9th overall in a
field of over 100 teams from around the world. Finally, VMT opens the Carnegie Mellon Math
Contest to all students who wish to travel with the team and experience a VMT contest,
regardless of ranking. TJ sent 6 teams (36 students), and the A-team placed 2nd overall, while
the TJ B-team placed 5th overall.
We’re celebrating a strong performance this year in the AMC series. 11 TJ students qualified to
take the proof-based US Online (Junior) Mathematical Olympiad [USO(J)MO] exam. The
USAMO qualifiers were David Chen, Derek Dong, Michael Huang, Benjamin Kang, Daniel
Park, Lawrence Shi, Elizabeth Sun, and Samuel Wang. The USOJMO qualifiers were Pravalika
Putalapattu, Alan Vladimiroff, and Isabella Zhu.
Regional Level Achievements
During the hectic contest season, the Math Team officers and members also prepared for the TJ
Intermediate Math Open (TJIMO), a middle school math contest that TJ runs and hosts. This
year more than 100 students attended and were coached by over 40 volunteers from VMT. The
members and officers of the math team wrote all the problems, and compiled and graded tests.
Other Achievements & Additional Perspectives

VMT is one of the biggest clubs in the school. Despite its size - through weekly practices both
during 8th period and after school, hundreds of hours of conversation about math, school, or life,
and dozens of travel contests -VMT is one of the tightest knit groups at TJ! The VMT experience
is about so much more than just numbers: we are an open ever-expanding family.
One reason VMT was bummed about quarantine this year was because we missed out on ice
cream. Our biggest tournament of the year is ARML (at Penn State) in early July. We have been
preparing since February to put our best effort forward and we’ve won the last two years. But the
best part about it is the best ice cream shop just down the corner. Once we capitalize on our
practice and win ARML we get to go to the small shop as one big 50 person family.
There are many similar unique experiences that make VMT one of the most vibrant communities
at TJ.

VMT volunteers posing after running a successful math competition for local middle schoolers (TJIMO)

Award winning Duke Math Meet teams receiving their awards

VMT Spring Yearbook Pictures

Special thanks to our sponsors this year: Mrs. Margaret Coffey, Ms. Pat Gabriel,
and Dr. Amy Lampazzi.

Quiz Bowl
Quiz Bowl Officers (for 2019-20 academic year)
Co-Captains: William Wang and Prithvi Nathan
Treasurer: Ryan Xu
Public Relations: Kevin Zhang
Secretary: Anuraag Kaashyap
Tournament Directors: Karthik Prasad and Joshua Lian
Website: https://activities.tjhsst.edu/quizbowl
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/TJQuizBowl
Twitter: @tjhsstquizbowl
Email: tjhsstquizbowl@gmail.com
Team Purpose and Description
The purpose of TJ Quizbowl is to foster learning of all academic subjects through competitions
and fun activities.
National Level Achievements
TJ Quizbowl qualified three teams for nationals at the Centennial Invitational. The students that
contributed towards qualification are: Stefan Calin, Justin Chen, Sathya Gnanakumar, Pratyush
Jaishanker, Anuraag Kaashyap, Vishal Kanigicherla, Vance Kreider, Siddharth Krishnakumar,
Elliot Lee, Elliott Lee, Daniel Lian, Joshua Lian, Prithvi Nathan, Sohom Paul, Karthik Prasad,
Andrew Shi, Anisha Talreja, William Wang, Ryan Xu, and Kevin Zhang. William Wang placed
8th overall as an individual.
At the national level, the A team placed 16th in the national rankings from five statistical
rankings and a nationwide poll of coaches and players. Our B and C teams are currently ranked
27th and 52nd in the nation respectively.
Regional Level Achievements
TJ Quizbowl won the VHSL Class 5 State Scholastic Bowl title. The victory at states is the
club’s fifth in a row and sixteenth overall. The state championship team was: Vishal
Kanigicherla, Karthik Prasad, William Wang, and Ryan Xu.
TJ Quizbowl won the VHSL 5C Regional Scholastic Bowl title. The regional championship team
was: Daniel Lian, Vishal Kanigicherla, Keenan Powell, Alan Qi, Anish Talreja, William Wang,
and Raymond Zeng.

Our club also continued our outreach efforts by hosting TJMST, our annual middle school
tournament, and TJNAT, our annual novice high school tournament. Both events continue to
attract new teams to Quizbowl.
TJ Quizbowl has also enjoyed success on the TV show It’s Academic and advanced to the
quarterfinals. Following the success of last year’s event, TJ Quizbowl hosted another trivia night
and hope to continue hosting the event as a service to the TJ community.

Special thanks goes out to our sponsors, Mr. Laffey and Mr. Smolinsky, who
were essential to our success this season.

Rocketry Club
Rocketry Officers (for 2019-20 academic year)
President: Sarah Gu
Vice President: Joshua Boisvert
Treasurer: Ayush Rautwar
Quartermaster: Rohan Mishra, Andy He
Historian: Sherrie Feng
Website: https://tjhsstaerospace.github.io
Email: guwen888@gmail.com; tjhsstaerospace@gmail.com
Team Purpose and Description
We launch rockets! Plain and simple. We are a team of enthusiastic rocketeers who design and
build rockets from scratch for national competitions such as The American Rocketry Challenge
(TARC) and Battle of the Rockets (BoTR). Our rockets are tested and designed carefully in order
to achieve perfect altitudes and times, collect precise data, or deploy sensitive rovers to collect
soil samples. We've even launched more (model) rockets than NASA has!
National Level Achievements
1st Place in the Battle of the Rockets Sounding Rocket competition, 4th Place in the Battle of the
Rockets Mars Rover competition.
State Level Achievements
Six teams successfully designed, built, and launched model rockets! The 2019-2020 American
Rocketry Challenge has been postponed to next year, so our teams have a huge head start!
Additional Perspectives
"Rockets don't always go to plan... The first rocket my team launched blew up on the pad, but
with the help of the captains and officers, we were able to rebuild our rocket multiple times until
we finally found a design that succeeded."
"The simulations do NOT determine what happens with your rocket. They may be good
indicators for an approximate height and time, but experience, practice, test flights and trial and
error are what sets a good rocket apart from an amazing one"

Thanks so much to our wonderful team coach and dedicated sponsors, Jennifer
Hitchcock and Ryan Elder.

Science Olympiad
Science Olympiad Officers (for 2019-20 academic year)
Co-Captain: Cathy Liang
Co-Captain: Sarah Wang
Communications Secretary: Marian Qian
Publicist: Thomas Lu
Tech Event Supervisor: Olivia Ma
Tech Event Supervisor: Sydney Szabos
Head of IT: Alvin Meng
Website: https://tjscioly.org
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/tjscioly
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/tjscioly/
Email: tjhsstscio@gmail.com
Team Purpose and Description
TJ Science Olympiad (TJSO) is a diverse team of 45 students who compete in 20+ STEM
events, with topics ranging from astronomy and cryptography to electronics and mechanical
engineering. Throughout the season, the team prepares rigorously in pairs or groups for the test,
lab, and/or build in each event, and their preparation culminates in tournaments at the
invitational, regional, state, and often national levels.
National Level Achievements
Although the National Science Olympiad was unable to host a national tournament this year, the
team has represented the state of Virginia at the national tournament for the past two years, each
time achieving record scores for the state of Virginia. In particular, they placed 12th overall last
year and won 7 individual medals, including 1st place for the Circuit Lab event!
State Level Achievements
Though the team had qualified, the State competition this year was also canceled. However,
TJSO is a four-time Virginia State champion, and last year, TJSO achieved the lowest overall
score in Virginia Science Olympiad history, winning 15 first-place medals and 21 medals
overall.
Regional Level Achievements
This year, TJSO secured an amazing victory at the University of Mary Washington Regional
Tournament, with TJSO’s three teams taking 1st, 2nd, and 3rd places! All together, team
members won over 45 medals, including 15 first-place awards.
Other Achievements
TJSO also made strong showings at two invitationals against other nationally-competitive teams.
At the January CMU invitational, the team placed 4th overall, with individual teams taking 4th,

5th, and 6th place. Later in February, the newly formed states team, with one week’s worth of
turnaround time, placed a strong 4th at the UPenn Invitational amongst 50+ teams around the
country—showing incredible promise for our performances next year!
Additional Perspectives:
As our bus drove through the CMU campus—its passengers studying, chatting, or mentally
preparing for the competition ahead—a large dinosaur sculpture passed by.
“Someone name that dinosaur!” Cathy, our co-captain, called.
“Diplodocus!”, a distant reply from the other end of the bus.
There is something truly special about TJSO that only comes when bringing together a group of
fiercely talented and unique individuals, all of whom are intensely passionate about what they do
and the team they love. It is on this team that one may ask of a dinosaur’s identity, and get an
answer; and in the next moment, ask of an aquatic species or the method of identifying fibers or
how-many-shoes-can-I-fit-between-the-Earth-and-the-Sun and get another instant answer.
Aerodynamics and mechanical problems? We cover those too.
Also on this team are late-night mafia games and memes; bonds forged through the stress and
thrill of competitions; and upperclassmen fostering yet working equally with underclassmen. The
true strength of TJSO is in its community, and from new members to Science Olympiad
veterans, we welcome all to our family.
A few quotes from past and present TJSO members:
"It's not everyday that you get to see the green flames of boric acid… or the optical properties of
synthetic polymers. These phenomena only come to light at Science Olympiad." - Paarth Jain
(2018)
"I wouldn't have enjoyed the TJ student lifestyle if it weren't for TJSO and the people in it.” Rachel Eom (2019)
"TJSO is more than an activity - it’s a family in which everyone wants everyone else to do the
best they can." - Havish Malladi (2020)
“[TJ Science Olympiad is] the best community of people I’ve ever had the pleasure of being a
part of.” - Olivia Ma (2021)

We are sincerely grateful to the Academic Boosters for their tremendous support
throughout this season—their help has enabled our incredible experiences and
success this season. We'd also like to extend a thank-you to our amazing sponsors,
Mrs. Holman and Dr. Woodwell, as well as our incredibly supportive parents. Our
team looks forward to the coming season and to sharing our successes for the year
to come!
Thanks so much to our wonderful team coach and dedicated sponsors, Mrs.
Aubrie Holman, and Dr. John Woodwell!

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)
UAV Officers (for 2019-20 academic year)
President: Srikar Gouru
Vice President: Ganesh Nanduru
Secretary: Niko Economos
Treasurer: Liam West
Webmaster: Jason Klein
Historian: Daniel Stefanescu
Website: https://tjuav.org/
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWeTbq3R5KvQ6iQTiG0LLFg
Email: tjhsstuav@gmail.com
Team Purpose and Description
TJ Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) club seeks to facilitate student learning and fabrication of
aerial vehicles such as model planes and drones. During Wednesday 8th period blocks, club
members assemble their own radio control aircraft with the help of upperclassmen and club
sponsors. The club competes in AUVSI SUAS, an annual UAV contest held in Maryland among
colleges from all over the world. UAV Club meets every Saturday to prepare for SUAS and
occasionally take trips to local flying fields.
National Level Achievements
23rd out of 75 teams in AUVSI SUAS 2019, an international collegiate Unmanned Aerial
Systems competition.
No Regional Competitions Available

Additional Perspectives
Some remarks about UAV club’s experience at the AUVSI SUAS 2019 competition:
“When I went to the AUVSI competition last year, one of the most memorable events was
walking down the long tent filled with teams and looking at all their designs. We all had the
same challenge, but it was interesting to see how many different solutions were reached, and
how different designs led to different construction challenges. It was also cool to see how some
approaches were so similar, despite coming from teams on opposite sides of the world.” – Liam
West
"We finished a fantastic first season at the competition thanks to friendly fellow competitors and
motivated upperclassmen leaders like Shihao Cao, Jack Williamson, and Jon Recta. UAV club
made a name for TJ among some of the world's best universities due to a successful mission
demonstration. While the flight of our competition aircraft was the most exciting moment of our
season, the ensuing opportunities to meet veteran radio control hobbyists were unforgettable.
The team was eager to learn, and the RC experts we met at SUAS were passionate and
enthusiastic enough to share their adventures in radio control piloting with us. We were also

able to talk with tech company reps and summer internship recruiters during the culminating
awards banquet." - Ganesh Nanduru
“Are you sure?” – Jon Paolo Recta
“AUVSI SUAS was a great opportunity to talk with college students with all sorts of
backgrounds (some of whom are TJ alumni) and learn through their guidance. I was able to
meet with model plane enthusiasts from Virginia Tech, Harvard, Cornell, and Egypt and discuss
ideas I had for my own aircraft designs.” – Kevin Gu
“For our rookie team, taking on SUAS 2019 was an intimidating goal at first, but the warm
reception our team got from competitors and veteran RC enthusiasts helped us immensely. Very
few high schools attended the competition, so we were initially afraid that the environment
would be foreign and unwelcoming. However, while facing difficulties with configuring flight
software and communicating with the competition server, we received lots of help from college
students and the AUVSI staff. We talked about plane design and even played Super Smash
Ultimate with international university students.” - Srikar Gouru

Thanks so much to our wonderful team coach and dedicated sponsor, Ms. Kucko

Academic Boosters Donors, 2019-2020
Academic Boosters appreciates all our members and volunteers. We would like to especially
recognize and honor the families of the students listed below. Thank you very much for your
generous financial support. TJ’s academic teams’ continued success depends upon you.
Diamond ($1000 and above)
Sungjoon Kim (2023)

Sunwoo Lee (2023)

Platinum ($500 – $999)
Andrew Kim (2022)

Joshua Lian (2021) and Daniel Lian (2023)

Edwin Lu (2021)

Yuktha Vemula (2023)

Gaurav Mantri (2020)

Gold ($250 – $499)
Adi Desai (2024)

Keenan Powell (2023)

Ajit Kadaveru (2020)

Marian Qian (2021)

Alan Hsu (2023)

Isabelle Deng (2020)

Alex Jian (2020)

Neeyanth Kopparapu (2020)

Andy Huang (2022)

Olivia Ma (2021)

Atin Pothiraj (2022)

Reuben Coleman (2023)

Daniel Stefanescu (2021)

Richard Zhan (2020)

Eric Kim (2022)

Joseph Amsbary (2020)

Grace Guan (2023)

Seungwan Son (2021)

Jon Recta (2020)

Sohini Banerjee (2022)

Justin Han (2020) and David Han (2021)

William Graf (2022)

Silver ($100 – $249)
Amit Krishnaiyer (2022)

Charlie Wu (2021)

Amrita Sahu (2022)

David Chen (2020)

Anand Advani (2022)

Edward Lee (2022)

Andrew Shi (2023)

Emma Cox (2023)

Ann Shen (2023)

Geoffrey Davis (2022)

Ashwitha Surabhi (2022)

Harsha Ravella (2023)

Austin Feng (2021) and Eric Yucheng Feng

Hudson Gould (2022)

(2023)

Jeffery Lin (2023)

Austin Song (2023)

Jenny Li (2020) and Jerry Li (2020)

Bharath Dileep Kumar (2021)

Jialin Tso (2020)

Brian Hu (2020)

Jing Liu (2021)

Bryan Lu (2020)

Justin Paul (2021)

Charlie Pepin-Woods (2020)

Keertana (2023)

Kingsley Kim (2022)

Rishi Raturi (2022)

Teja Buddhavarapu (2021)

Rohan Kompella (2023)

Lauren Fisher (2023)

Samanvitha Dammalapati (2023)

Lillian Sun (2022)

Sameer Gabbita (2023)

Margaret E Coffey

Sanjana Meduri (2020)

Miina Anvelt (2023)

Riti Liu (2023)

Nikhil Pesaladinne (2023)

Sathya Gnanakumar (2021)

Nikolas Economos (2021)

Shyla Bisht (2022)

Patrick Gilles (2021)

Stephen Huan (2021)

Rahul Daniel Mittal (2020)

Summer(2021) and Samuel(2023) Wang

Raymond Zeng (2023)

Sunwoo Lee (2022)

Reevu Adakroy (2021)

Thomas Lu (2020)

Rhea Goswami (2022)

Vincent Trang (2023)

Richard Wang (2020)

William Wang (2020)

Bronze ($50 - $99)
Alana Nii (2022)

Kathleen Li (2020)

Allen Huo (2023)

Lucas Marschoun (2024)

Anna Hsu (2022)

Michael Li (2023)

Ari Bobesh (2022)

Mulan Pan (2023)

Audrey Czarnecki (2023)

Neil Mehra (2023)

Austin Huang (2020)

Nikita Khare (2023)

Chabeli Yumang (2021)

Oliver Hayman (2020)

Crystal Shi (2020)

Ramya Griddaluri (2022)

Dan Nguyen (2022)

Richa Misra (2023)

Daniel Kim (2020)

Shreya Raghuram (2020)

Dev Patel (2021) and Krish Patel (2021)

Shreyas Mayya (2022)

Eli Lang (2022)

Shriya Varada (2021)

Alison Chavez (2023)

Sophia Cheng (2020)

Faraz Mirza (2023)

Sophie Wang (2021)

Jacob Consalvi (2021)

Stefan Calin (2021)

Jason Wang (2021)

Sunil Lalwani

Jay Rachakonda (2023)

Tianhao Chen (2023)

Jennifer Hunsinger (2022)

Utkarsh Goyal (2023)

Joanna Cheng (2022)

Vishakh Subramanian (2020)

Kari Naga (2021)

William Gutierrez (2023)

Karthik Bhargav (2023)

Winston Gan (2023)

Academic Boosters Donors, 2019-2020 (Continued)
Academic Boosters appreciates all our members and volunteers. We would like to especially
recognize and honor the donors listed below. Thank you very much for your generous financial
support. TJ’s academic teams’ continued success depends upon you.
Faculty & Staff
Mr. Stephen Rose, Teacher and Team Sponsor
Matching Companies
These organizations supported Academic Boosters by matching funds donated by boosters.
HBMG Foundation on behalf of WorkHERO
Microsoft

TJ Academic Boosters
Membership Form 2020-2021
TJ Academic Boosters’ mission is to support TJ’s many outstanding academic
teams, including Rocketry Club, Biology Olympiad, Botball (Robotics), Certamen
(Latin), Chemistry Olympiad, Chess Team, Computer Teams, Debate Teams,
Future Problem Solvers, History Quiz Bowl, Japan Bowl, Math Team, Physics
Team, Quiz Bowl, Underwater ROV, Rubik’s Cube, and Science Olympiad. We aim
to cover tournament entry fees, teacher travel costs, and other expenses as our
funds permit.
We encourage every TJ family to support TJ’s academic teams by supporting
Academic Boosters.

Join now!
Membership Category:
□

Bronze - $50

□

Silver - $100

□

Gold - $250

□

Platinum - $500

□

Diamond $1000 & up

Donations to TJ Academic Boosters are fully tax-deductible.
All donors/donor families will be recognized on our
website and in the booklet for Academic Boosters’ annual
Awards Banquet for TJ’s Academic Teams. Donations of
$250 and greater will also be acknowledged with a letter as
required by the IRS.

Student(s) Name and Grade:___________________________________________________________
Student’s team (if any):_______________________________________________________________
Parent’s Name(s):___________________________________________________________________
Parent’s Phone: _____________________________________________________________________
Parent’s Email: _____________________________________________________________________
Form of Payment (circle): Check PayPal Cash MasterCard Visa Amex
Name on account: ___________________________________________________________________
Account number (if using credit card): ___________________________________________________
Expiration Date:_____________________________________________________________________
CVC Number:______________________________________________________________________
If your company has a matching gifts program, please ask your employer how to make your
contribution
go twice
far!
Academic Boosters runs on parent volunteers!
It’s a great
way toasget
to know some other parents and the
school! Please check the box if you’d be willing to volunteer in some capacity. We’ll follow up!

Volunteer!

□ Yes, I’ll help! Contact me to discuss how at ____________________________________________________.
Academic Boosters, Inc.
https://aboosters.sites.tjhsst.edu
LIKE or FOLLOW our Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/TJAcademicBoosters

Academic Boosters Board
2019-2020
Officers
President

Kaushik Goswami

Vice President

Joan Pepin

Secretary

Daniel Hwang (partial year)

Communications

Sreevidya Kompella

Treasurer

Kate Liu

Webmaster

Sreevidya Kompella

Chairs
Membership

Sandeep Khare

Events

Y Yuan

Merchandise

Sreevidya Kompella

Fundraising

Vacant

Faculty Liaison

Christine Conklin

Alumni Reps

June Wang
Tatsuya Oyama

